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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper Y224/01 series overview
Y224 is one of twenty four units for the revised A Level examination for GCE History. This unit tests an
extended period of History of about one hundred years through a short answer essay and a traditional
essay. The paper contains two questions, each having two parts, a short answer essay and a traditional
essay and candidates have to answer both parts of one question.
To do well on the short essay question (a), candidates need to consider the significance or importance
both issues, factors, individuals or events mentioned in relation to the question. Having analysed or
explained both they must reach a supported judgement as to which is the most important or significant.
To do well on the traditional essay question (b) candidates need to address the issue in the question,
using detailed supporting knowledge. In order to reach the higher levels candidates will need to assess
the issues they discuss and reach a supported judgement, at least in the conclusion.
Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gave equal consideration to the two issues in the short answer essay
reached a developed and supported judgement as to which issue was more significant or
important
linked their knowledge of the issues to the focus of the question
when answering the essay question candidates discussed at least two issues in depth
made the supporting detail both accurate and relevant to the question set, not just the topic
reached a supported judgement about the issue in the question
made a series of interim judgements about the issues discussed in relation to the question.

Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

considered only one of the issues or discussed one in a superficial way
produced a judgement that was not supported and was therefore assertion or a judgement that
did not follow logically from the response
were unable to use their knowledge to address the issue in the question
showed a poor understanding of the major issues relevant to the essay
were unable to support their answer with relevant or accurate material
did not focus on the precise wording of the question
made unsupported comments about issues which were no more than assertions.

Overall, it was pleasing to see that there was a greater tendency this year, as compared to previous
series, for candidates to focus on the issue in the question and avoid bringing in less relevant material.
However, there were still a number of answers where candidates unfortunately were not able to access
the higher levels of the marks scheme because they diverted away from the issue in the question onto
material that was less relevant, perhaps because they were preferred topics, and this should be avoided.

AFL When undertaking practice essay plans and answers in preparation for examinations,
candidates could undertake a traffic light assessment of the relevance of material they have included for
the specific question set: Green = highly relevant, and definitely needs to be included; Amber = partially
relevant, could be included but needs to be carefully linked; Red = not relevant and should not be
included.
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Misconception There did seem to be some unevenness in confidence with different areas of
the specification, as outlined below, and it would be helpful if candidates could be encouraged to give all
topics and areas of the specification equal and balanced consideration during revision.
It was good to see, in general, a good understanding of the demands of the different sub-questions. It
was very pleasing to see how confident candidates now are with the expectations for the 10 mark part
(a) questions. For essay questions, there is evidence at both AS and A Level of candidates using fairly
stock social/political/economic paragraph structures even where this does not relate strongly to the issue
in the question; where candidates select factors based on their direct relevance to the question this is
enabling them to argue and evaluate more effectively and thus access higher levels of the marks
scheme.

Question 1(a)(i,ii)

Misconception This appeared to be an area of the specification that candidates felt less
confident on, with far fewer selecting question 1 a/b. Even where this question was selected, there was
in many cases a lack of precise and specific knowledge of developments in this period as compared to
what is typical of other areas of the specification.
In particular, many candidates would have benefitted from a more precise understanding of the activities
of both the ANC and UDF during this specific period for 1a as well as greater chronological focus and the
elimination of examples which fell outside the period in question.

Question 1(b)*

In general, candidates would have benefitted from the ability to demonstrate a deeper and more precise
understanding of the political developments 1989-1994 for 1b, to enable a more precise focus on the
question. There was unfortunately a tendency for some candidates to defer to somewhat ‘stock’ or
generic causes of the end of Apartheid essay plans which did not always directly address the specifics of
the question, and also to bring in material relating to the post-1994 period which could not be credited.
That said there were some answers that were clearly informed by specific and accurate knowledge
where different factors were evaluated and analysed effectively, and where a sustained focus was
achieved on the reasons which enabled free, democratic elections to take place (i.e. political
developments, rather than developments which enabled greater freedom more generally).
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OCR Support
Exemplar answers which scored highly for Questions 1a and 1b are
available on the OCR website, with commentaries explaining the features which enabled them to access
the highest levels of the marks scheme.

AFL Candidates could be encouraged to read and evaluate one of the lower marked exemplar
answers included on the OCR website, and could identify the features which prevented it from accessing
higher levels of the marks scheme. They could then improve the answer using their own knowledge and
skills, and compare it to one of the answers provided which achieved a higher mark, analysing the
features which made these answers more likely to achieve higher marks.

Question 2(a)(i,ii)

It was clear that this was an area of the specification that candidates felt fairly confident on in most
cases. The majority of answers were able to offer a supported evaluation of the importance of both
factors for question 2a, although in some cases candidates exhibited a lack of chronological
understanding which impeded their answers.

Question 2(b)*

Question 2b required candidates to synthesise knowledge from across more than one of the key topics
and it was very pleasing to see how confidently many candidates achieved this, a sign that centres are
preparing candidates effectively for a range of types of essay questions. The answers which were able to
attain marks at the highest levels of the marks scheme went beyond describing and explaining different
types of international opposition and how they developed, and directly evaluated their effect, applying
knowledge that could evidence this.

Misconception Some candidates misunderstood the demands of the question, and tried to
evaluate international opposition relative to other types of internal opposition. It would be helpful for
candidates to note that in a question of this formulation what should be evaluated is the statement itself,
in this case, the view that international opposition had little effect. It was not necessary, or desirable, to
bring in discussion of other types of opposition, nor was extensive discussion of the causes of
international opposition directly addressing the question.
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OCR Support Exemplar answers which scored highly for Questions 2a and 2b are available
on the OCR website, with commentaries explaining the features which enabled them to access the
highest levels of the marks scheme.

AFL Candidates could be encouraged to make a table which lists types of international
opposition in the far left column, their effect in the middle left hand column, specific evidence which
demonstrates this effect in the middle right hand column, and a ‘score’ /5 for extent of effect in the right
hand column, thus encouraging them to differentiate between description of the opposition; explanation
of its effect and evaluation of the extent of the impact, connecting each with specific evidence. A similar
activity could also be used with other sub-topics such as internal opposition etc.
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Supporting you
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results
If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results

services. For full information about the options available visit the OCR website. If university places are
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Active Results offers a unique perspective on results data and greater opportunities to understand
students’ performance.
It allows you to:
•

Review reports on the performance of individual candidates, cohorts of students and whole 		
centres

•

Analyse results at question and/or topic level

•

Compare your centre with OCR national averages or similar OCR centres.

•

Identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle and help pinpoint strengths and
weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/active-results/

CPD Hub
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in
to an online Q&A session.
https://www.cpdhub.ocr.org.uk

The small print

We’d like to know your view on the resources we produce. By
clicking on the ‘Like’ or ‘Dislike’ button you can help us to ensure
that our resources work for you. When the email template pops
up please add additional comments if you wish and then just click
‘Send’. Thank you.
Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding
organisation, you can request more information by completing the
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest
OCR Resources: the small print
OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.
This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is
acknowledged as the originator of this work.
Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between
published support and the specification, therefore please use the
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between
the specification and a resource please contact us at:
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.
OCR acknowledges the use of the following content:
Square down and Square up: alexwhite/Shutterstock.com
Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications:
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources
for your qualification:
www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/
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